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Max Weber, (born April 21, 1864, Erfurt, Prussia [now Germany]—died June 14, 1920, Munich, Germany) German sociologist and
political economist best known for his thesis of the “Protestant ethic,” relating Protestantism to capitalism.
(Richard Baxter was a prodigious Calvinist and a member of the Westminster Assembly)
Richard Baxter (12 November 1615 – 8 December 1691) was an English Puritan church leader, poet, hymn-writer, theologian, and
controversialist. Dean Stanley called him "the chief of English Protestant Schoolmen".

True to the Puritan tendency to pragmatic interpretations, the providential purpose of the division of labour is to be known
by its fruits. On this point Baxter expresses himself in terms which more than once directly recall Adam Smith’s well
known apotheosis of the division of labour. The specialization of occupations leads, since it makes the development of
skill possible, to a quantitative and qualitative improvement in production, and thus serves the common good, which is
identical with the good of the greatest possible number.
So far, the motivation is purely utilitarian, and is closely related to the customary view-point of much of the secular
literature of the time. But the characteristic Puritan element appears when Baxter sets at the head of his discussion the
statement that “outside of a well-marked calling the accomplishments of a man are only casual and irregular, and he
spends more time in idleness than at work”, and when he concludes it as follows: “and he [the specialized worker] will
carry out his work in order while another remains in constant confusion, and his business knows neither time nor place . . .
therefore is a certain calling the best for everyone”. . . .
The Quaker ethic also holds that a man’s life in his calling is an exercise in ascetic virtue, a proof of his state of grace
through his conscientiousness, which is expressed in the care and method with which he pursues his calling. What God
demands is not labour in itself, but rational labour in a calling. In the asceticism and the Puritan concept of the calling the
emphasis is always placed on this methodical character of worldly asceticism, not, as with Luther, on the acceptance of
the lot which God has irretrievably assigned to man.
Hence the question whether anyone may combine several callings is answered in the affirmative, if it is useful for the
common good or one’s own, and not injurious to anyone, and if it does not lead to unfaithfulness in one of the callings.
Even a change of calling is by no means regarded as objectionable, if it is not thoughtless and is made for the purpose of
pursuing a calling more pleasing to God, which means, on general principles, one more useful.
It is true that the usefulness of a calling, and thus its favour in the sight of God, is measured primarily in moral terms, and
thus in terms of the importance of the goods produced in it for the community. But a further, and, above all, in practice the
most important, criterion is found in private profitableness. For if that God, whose hand the Puritan sees in all the
occurrences of life, shows one of His elect a chance of profit, he must do it with a purpose. Hence the faithful Christian
must follow the call by taking advantage of the opportunity. “If God show you a way in which you may lawfully get more
than in another way (without wrong to your soul or to any other), if you refuse this, and choose the less gainful way, you
cross one of the ends of your calling, and you refuse to be God’s steward, and to accept His gifts and use them for Him
when He requireth it: you may labour to be rich for God, though not for the flesh and sin.” Wealth is thus bad ethically
only in so far as it is a temptation to idleness and sinful enjoyment of life, and its acquisition is bad only when it is with
the purpose of later living merrily and without care. But as a performance of duty in a calling it is not only morally
permissible, but actually enjoined. The parable of the servant who was rejected because he did not increase the
talent which was entrusted to him seemed to say so directly.
To the protestant ethic and the wish to be poor was, it was often argued, the same as wishing to be unhealthy; it is
objectionable as a glorification of works and derogatory to the glory of God. Especially begging, on the part of one able to
work, is not only the sin of slothfulness, but a violation of the duty of brotherly love according to the Apostle’s own word.
The emphasis on the ascetic importance of a fixed calling provided an ethical justification of the modern specialized
division of labour. In a similar way the providential interpretation of profit-making justified the activities of the business
man. The superior indulgence of the seigneur and the parvenu ostentation of the nouveau riche are equally detestable to
asceticism. But, on the other hand, it has the highest ethical appreciation of the sober, middle-class, self-made man. “God
blesseth His trade” is a stock remark about those good men who had successfully followed the divine hints.

